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experience brookstreet
276 four-diamond guestrooms Modern conference & business meeting facilities
Inspired cuisine at Perspectives Restaurant Options Jazz Lounge with live jazz every evening
Au Natural Spa Flex Fitness Studio Indoor and outdoor saltwater pools
Zone 525 interactive games room B Café serving Starbucks coffee

Five Twenty Five Legget Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 2W2
613.271.1800 | brookstreet.com

/Brookstreet

@ BrookstreetOtt

experience the marshes
The Marshes 18-hole championship golf course designed by Robert Trent Jones Jr. & Sr.
European PGA approved 9-hole short course, Marchwood Modern meeting facilities
Eclectic dining at Ironstone Grill Jones Lounge for social gatherings
Enjoy Thirsty Thursdays with the Dueling Pianos

Three Twenty Terry Fox Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 3L1
613.271.3370 | themarshesgolfclub.com
/MarshesGolfClub
@MarshesGolfClubt
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WHAT’S

NEW

WHAT’S

NEXT
KANATA NORTH EXECUTIVE BREAKFAST
OCTOBER 16TH 7:30 – 9:30AM
THE BROOKSTREET HOTEL
Join us for breakfast with Guest Speaker Ray Biosvert
– President and CEO of I-SEC Integrated Strategies, as
well as local companies Cyphercor and TrendMicro as we
discuss cyber-security threats and the risks they pose to
your business.
Registration available here:
www.kanatanorth.eventbrite.ca

KANATA NORTH NETWORKING EVENT
OCTOBER 29TH 5 - 7PM
THE MARSHES GOLF CLUB
The theme this month is Growing Smart. Industry
experts from RBC, Deloitte and Allan Snelling will make
presentations and form a panel discussion focusing on
tips for young companies looking to grow their business
smartly. Entrepreneur, “40 Under 40” 2014 Winner and
owner of Free Form Fitness Jean-Luc Boissenneault will
also be sharing his insights on his success to date.

SAVE THE DATE!
KANATA NORTH BIA ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
NOVEMBER 26TH 5 – 7PM
THE MARSHES GOLF CLUB
Have some good news to share? Want to share it at
our AGM? Let us know!
Have you been impacted by the work of the BIA over
the last year? Share your story with us!
info@kanatanorthbia.ca

WE’RE HIRING

Contact: amy.wong@windriver.com

CISCO SYSTEMS CAREER FAIR

Registrations available at:
www.growingsmartkanata.eventbrite.ca
The Brooksteet Hotel
October 9th – 5-9 pm
Software Engineering Roles
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FLEXTRONICS CANADA
DESIGN SERVICES:
FROM GLOBAL RANGE
TO LOCAL IMPACT
By JS Communications
Customization, quality and expertise
form the backbone of Flextronics’
Kanata-based success.
With more than 150 employees, the
local office of the global Fortune 500
company was formed in 2004 to
sustain and perform maintenance
on Nortel Networks’ products, and
provides design and engineering
support to the company’s various
manufacturing facilities. It also works
with numerous companies looking to
strategically design prototypes that are
geared toward efficiency, both in cost
and function.
“A smaller company’s ‘secret
sauce’ may be the software they’ve

developed and they need hardware
to launch a product, but don’t want to
hire new staff. We can take that and
run with it because we mold to our
customers’ requirements,” says Steve
Humphreys, the director of business
operations at the Kanata branch.
“The beauty of being a vertically
integrated company is that we can
see the product through all stages
of development to get it to market
quicker, and all this at a lower cost
right out of the gate.”
The Kanata facility is particularly
unique in the high caliber and breadth
of its employees, says Humphreys,
as its roster includes specialists in
mechanical, electrical, signal integrity,
EMC, acoustic and thermal fields.

It’s this expertise that recently gave
the company the ability to go beyond
its usual scope and play an integral
part in designing and building the
Google Chromecast, a device that
allows anyone with an HDMI hookup
to turn their regular TV to a smart
TV with access to Google apps and
Netflix, he adds.
Although typical local customers
include the large telecommunications
companies, Flextronics welcomes
work with smaller companies, and
many take full advantage of its worldclass in-house testing facilities.
“Our Design Validation Centre, which
includes a variety of testing chambers,
provides very effective tools for the
local community as they can walk in,

For this piece of radio equipment, tests were done in the EMC Chamber, as shown in the first picture, as well as the
environmental chambers, as shown in pictures two and three.
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Cutline 1: Flextronics in Kanata is renowned for its 10-meter, ambient free, semi-anechoic, dual turntable EMC Chamber.

test their products in an extremely
controlled environment, and get a
standards certification from us,”
says Humphreys.
Another attractive element to the local
community is Flextronics’ accelerator
program called Lab IX, where it brings
new startups into its facilities so they
can be sponsored and taken from
design to manufacturing, says Brian
Hachey, the senior manager
of business operations for the
Kanata branch.

Flextronics International Limited
Flextronics International Limited is a global Fortune 500
company that offers design, manufacturing, distribution and
aftermarket services to original equipment manufacturers. Its
electronics design, fabrication, assembly and test facilities
span more than 30 countries, and employ more than 200,000
people.

In the next few years the company
is also hoping to expand its lab
capabilities to suit the needs of
local companies, he says.
“We are interested in knowing what
companies in Kanata North are
looking for so we can make that
investment and build that capability,”
says Hachey.
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Sue Abu-Hakima will be profiled
alongside fellow recipients in
the winter issue of Women of Influence
magazine.

By JS Communications
A leader in the technology sector
from Kanata has been recognized by
the Top 25 Women of Influence™ for
2014 by Women of Influence, North
America’s top organization dedicated
to the advancement of women.
Amika Mobile’s CEO Sue Abu-Hakima
was one of only five women lauded
in 2014 for their contribution and
influence in business.
This prestigious ranking celebrates
and showcases the accomplishments
of Canadian senior executives who
have achieved the highest levels of
professional success and have made
a significant difference in their field.
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“The level of influence, stature and
accomplishments of this year’s
Top 25 Women of Influence is
without question, outstanding and
unparalleled,” said Carolyn Lawrence,
President and CEO of Women of
Influence. “Although this year’s
women have varied backgrounds,
professions, personalities and skills,
they all share the same passion,
ambition and drive to make meaningful
and transformational contributions
to the Canadian economy, their
communities, their workplaces, and to
the next generation. They are women
of influence in every sense
of the word.”

“I am honored by the recognition as
one of Canada’s Top 25 Women of
Influence. It is both an empowering
and humbling experience as we
endeavor to achieve more accolades
for hardworking women across the
globe”, said Abu-Hakima. “Our focus
on saving lives at Amika Mobile
with our public safety and security
communication products provides
me with a theme that I can be very
passionate about: advancing both
my company and the security of
women as we strive to keep everyone
safer with software products like our
Amika®Panic Amika-I-am-OK mobile
apps and our Amika Mobility Server
for Emergency and Critical Alerting.”
Sue Abu-Hakima will also be
celebrated on December 4th at the
Deloitte Women of Influence Luncheon
at the Metro Toronto Convention
Centre. Kathleen Wynne, Ontario’s
25th Premier and the first woman to
serve in this role, will be headlining this
event. Ranked among this year’s Top
25 Women of Influence™, her talk will
focus in part on how she made history
as the first female Premier in Ontario
politics and how she is handling the
pressures of life in the public eye.

Are you reAdy to discuss
retirement living with A loved one?
Once you’ve decided that your loved one may be
suited for retirement living, starting the conversation
can be difficult.

Here are some tips on how to approach
the topic with your loved one:
• Remain respectful of your loved one’s wishes
• Confirm that all final decisions will be theirs
• Keep the conversation and any decisions focused
on the positive benefits of having security, support
and services available
• Consider including other family members in
the discussion
• Don’t present research and recommendations
during the preliminary conversation

Celebrating
her seventh
anniversary.
Jennifer howe,
At chArtwell since 2007.
CHartwell.Com

Make us part of your story.
20 Shirley’s Brook Drive, Kanata
613-663-2967

When beginning your search, try to determine
which senior living option is best suited to your
loved one’s needs. Visit different residences
together to discover what retirement living has to
offer, and be sure to inquire about care options
and lifestyle programming. When you find the right
place, you both will know it.
If you are exploring
retirement living with
a loved one, consider
starting your search
with Chartwell Kanata.
To learn more, visit
chartwell.com.

KNBIA EVENT SPOTLIGHT:

THE CURRENT STATE OF CYBER
SECURITY IN CANADA AND WHAT
YOUR BUSINESS SHOULD KNOW
By JS Communications

October is Cyber Security Awareness
Month, and government and business
leaders from across Canada, the
United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia and New Zealand are
seeking to educate people about
cyber security.
“We are just now waking up to the
reality that we have lost almost all of
our advantages - intellectual property
- to cyber theft, mostly to countries
who play by different rules,” says Ray
Boisvert, President and CEO of I-Sec
Integrated Strategies (ISECIS).
Boisvert will be the Guest Speaker
at this month’s KNBIA Executive
Breakfast, providing a unique
opportunity for the KNBIA community
to gain valuable insights on the state of
cyber security in the country and the
threats it poses to business.

Ray Boisvert, President and CEO of I-Sec
Integrated Strategies (ISECIS), will be the guest
speaker at the KNBIA Executive Breakfast
event October 16, 2014 for Cyber Security
Awareness Month.

“Westerners, but Canadians in
particular, have been somewhat
naive thinking that the “rule of law”,
especially the ones built from Western
constructs, is applied and observed
around the world. It is not. There are
ways to mitigate the vast majority
of cyber threats, but it’s not easy,”
says Boisvert.
Boisvert spent an exceptional
30-year career in both operational

and executive roles with the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service (CSIS).
With his extensive and specialized
knowledge, Ray is uniquely
positioned to identify risks and
convey privileged insights.
“I will drill down and expand upon
the issue of the day – cyber – with a
companion issue of growing concern
– The Insider Threat. Think Ed
Snowden, or others who turn against
an organization, institution or country,
irrespective of motive. I won’t judge
Snowden, but explore some of the
parameters around the case,”
says Boisvert.
Executives from Trend Micro and
Cyphercor will also be speaking at
the event, adding to the discussion
on cyber security for business.
Trend Micro is a global leader in
IT security with over 25 years of
security expertise. The company
develops innovative security
solutions that make the world safe
for businesses and consumers to
exchange digital information.
The company delivers security
powered by Trend Micro™ Smart
Protection Network™ global threat
intelligence, supported by over 1,200
security experts around the world,

The current trends in cyber, from Cyber Specialist Ray Boisvert:
1) The

“democratization of power”,
that is the ability of individuals
or small groups of threat
actors capable of delivering
disproportionate levels of harm,
now mostly through cyber
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2) T
 he interests of nation states,
such as Russia, have merged
with those of organized criminal
groups; this gives the latter
incredible new capability

3) Hacktivism and other “disruptors”
such as the Syrian Electronic
Army that attacked a number
of iconic US institutions are
increasingly destabilizing

Cyphercor, another market-leading
local company, will be demonstrating
technology it has developed to deal
successfully with the issues individuals
and businesses face with cyber
security. Cyphercor’s flagship product
is LoginTC, which is a “two-factor
authentication” system, applicable to
smartphones and tablets.

offering top-ranked client-server,
network, and cloud-based protection.
Their security solutions enable
enterprises to rapidly detect, analyze,
and respond to targeted attacks and
advanced threats before they unleash
lasting damage.
“Enterprises today are increasingly
under attack by sophisticated
criminals and/or nation-states.
They’re focused on stealing your
data and intellectual property with
advanced malware and attack
techniques that are purpose-built to
breach your defenses, networks, and
devices,” says Angus MacDonald,
Director of Government Technology
at Trend Micro.

can be disruptive. To governments
and business it can undermine public
trust and cost millions, if not billions,”
he says.
EVENT DETAILS
What: Kanata North Executive
Breakfast with Special
Guest, Cyber Specialist
Ray Boisvert

LoginTC is the first of its kind
on the Canadian market, using
Secure Remote Password (“SRP”)
technology, similar to the “Chip and
PIN” technology used on debit and
credit cards. With this technology,
users authenticate to the device,
without any personal information
being transmitted online.
“The right technology, implemented
correctly, can reduce or even eliminate
some of the worst challenges to
security,” says James A. Short, VP of
Business Development at Cyphercor

“The level of threats, and the
costs associated with these threats
is increasing. User awareness of
cyber security risks and safeguards
continues to be one of the most cost
effective security controls available,”
MacDonald adds.

When: October 16, 2014, 7:30
am – 9:30 am
Where: The Brookstreet Hotel
Tickets: $45.00

For more information and to register,
click here.

“There can be huge impacts to the
theft of identities both individually
and collectively. To an individual it

Current State of Cyber Security in Canada
YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN US FOR THE

Kanata North Executive Breakfast
OCTOBER 16, 2014 | 7:30 - 9:30 a.m. | THE BROOKSTREET HOTEL

TOPIC
Current State of
Cyber Security in
Canada
What does Cyber Security mean to
business? Why is it such a serious
threat? What can you do about it?

GUEST
Cyber Specialist Ray Boisvert

TICKETS
$45.00

REGISTRATION
kanatanorth.eventbrite.ca
or email:
info@kanatanorthbia.ca

Ray Boisvert is the President
and CEO of I-Sec Integrated
Strategies (ISECIS). Ray
spent an exceptional 30 year
career in both operational
and executive roles with
the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CSIS).
With his extensive and specialized knowledge, Ray
is uniquely positioned to identify risks and convey
privileged insights.
In addition to Ray’s insights, executives from
Cyphercor and TrendMicro will highlight the
solutions their companies have developed to
combat these threats.

Please join us for an opportunity to
network and gain valuable insights on
the state of cyber security in the country
and the threat it poses to your business.

Success Happens Here.
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ENTREPRENEUR SPOTLIGHT

BRIAN HEPBURN, CEO,
EMPOWERED NETWORKS
the ground running from day one with
existing customers and revenues.
Q: WHAT DOES EMPOWERED
NETWORKS SPECIALIZE IN?

Brian Hepburn has led Empowered
Networks as CEO since 2007,
previously acting as COO. Brian
was part of the three-person team
that created Empowered Networks
through a 1998 buyout of Wandel &
Goltermann Canada, a German-based,
family-owned company which made
high-end telecom test equipment.
This team ran the Canadian subsidiary
of the company for 13 years before
spinning off Empowered Networks.
Q: HOW DID THE IDEA FOR
EMPOWERED COME OUT OF
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN?
WG Canada was a little different from
the other WG worldwide subsidiaries
in that a large part of our revenues
came from complementary product
lines and services that we developed
locally. We approached the German
parent company in 1998 and proposed
that we spin off the third party side of
the business by way of a management
buyout. Once they saw our conviction
on making this happen they were
actually quite supportive. In hindsight,
it was a pretty innovative way to start a
new company since we were able to hit
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Empowered Networks is a Systems
Integrator and Value Added Reseller in
some very specialized areas
within the IT and Networking industry.
We are the Canadian partner for
some leading vendors in the Network,
Application, and Security Test
market, and also in the IT Monitoring,
Management, and Automation space.
We provide professional services
to complement our offerings, and
work very closely and strategically
with Canada’s most innovative
Network Equipment Manufacturers,
Service Providers, as well as with
large Enterprise and Government
organizations.
Q: PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR
ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES
AS CEO.
We’re a seventy-person company,
so my role includes dealing with very
strategic issues and also very tactical
ones – which keeps it interesting. I
enjoy interacting with our customers
and with our partners, so that is where
I focus most of my energy. We have
a tremendous and tenured team
at Empowered so I see my role as
supporting and enabling them as my
top priority.
Q: HOW HAS THE TEAM
(AND COMPANY) GROWN
AND EVOLVED SINCE
ITS CONCEPTION?
We’re very selective in our hiring
and have done a good job in bringing
on exceptional team members over the
years. The company has really evolved
from being somewhat product-centric
in our sales approach to being much
more solution-centric. Helping our

customers translate very complex
and leading-edge technology into
value and return for their business
is what we’re good at, and it’s an
ongoing journey.
Q: WHAT MAKES KANATA NORTH
A GREAT LOCATION FOR YOUR
OTTAWA OFFICE?
It’s great to be so close to many of our
customers here in Kanata North, and
of course just down the road from our
Federal Government accounts. Ottawa
has great connections to the other
Canadian cities where our customers
and team members are located, and
also to our vendor partners that are
mostly in the US. The talent pool in this
community continues to be extremely
strong, and it’s usually an easy sell to
move people here from other parts of
the country if needed.
As Canadians we should be really
proud of the quality of the world-class
business and technical resources
that we develop locally – many of
whom go on to achieve great success
in other markets around the world,
particularly in the U.S. I really applaud
the mandate and efforts of the KNBIA
to encourage more teamwork and
visibility on the work being done here
in our own backyard.

HEPBURN’S ADVICE FOR
ENTREPRENEURS:
Take every opportunity to spend
time with your customers; it’s
always the best investment you
can make in the business. Even in
our hyper-connected industry, it’s
still face-to-face where trust and
relationships get established and
nurtured.

By JS Communications

Signiant’s Media Shuttle Mobile App, which
allows users to submit files via Signiant’s
Media Shuttle™ hybrid SaaS file transfer
solution from a mobile device.

Signiant, a leader in intelligent file
movement software, recently won a
Stevie Award for Signiant SkyDrop
in the category of New Product or
Service of the Year – Media and
Entertainment, as part of the 2014
American Business Awards.
“Media and entertainment companies
rely on the ability to send huge files
like feature-length films quickly and
securely around the world. Signiant’s
intelligent file movement software
allows media and entertainment
companies to share their high-value
assets safely, reliably and securely,”
says Ian Hamilton, CTO, Signiant.
Signiant SkyDrop is the first and
only commercially available hybrid
SaaS solution that accelerates
the movement of big data and

professional media files into and
out of cloud storage. Unlike other
acceleration offerings, Signiant
SkyDrop is a genuine cloud-formed
solution that leverages managed
cloud infrastructure, in contrast to
software that customers must deploy
and manage.
“For example, a company in San
Francisco may need to get its
television episodes to London,
UK to be aired by a certain time. By
utilizing SkyDrop, the company in San
Francisco can upload the files (most
likely hundreds of GB of data) and
can ensure that the files will make it
to their partner in London in an
efficient manner and just in time to
be scheduled for airing in the UK,”
says Hamilton.
Signiant was also recently awarded
a Technical Emmy Award for its
achievements within the broadcast
industry, and won the New Products
and Services category of the Golden
Bridge Awards for their product Media
Shuttle, a hybrid SaaS file transfer
solution, which enables the fast,
reliable delivery of massive files –
sometimes several terabytes of data.

“Using the Signiant platform, Smoke
& Mirrors now moves large files
several times faster than it did using
FTP technologies. The speed and
reliability of the Signiant transfers
has also enabled the company to cut
back on shipping content physically
on CDs and media drives and
establish more streamlined, efficient
workflows. File sizes moved over the
system range from just a few MB for
small audio files to more than 100
GB for larger, extended rich media
content,” says Hamilton.
While the company’s headquarters is
in Burlington, Massachusetts, where
the sales and marketing teams are
based, the Canadian office, located
in Kanata, houses Signiant’s
engineering team.
“The Kanata North Tech Park is a
great location because of the wealth of
software development talent available
in the area and in the west end of
the city in general,” says Hamilton.
“Signiant is working on lots of exciting
new innovations for our SaaS/Cloud
and we’re actively expanding the team
in Kanata in support of this.”

As a market leader in its industry,
Signiant has a very impressive
customer base, highlighted by the
likes of NBC, Fox, BBC, Discovery,
A&E, 20th Century Fox, Marvel, PBS,
Ubisoft, EA, ESPN, NFL and NHL.
One particular company using
Signiant’s product is Smoke & Mirrors,
a leading visual effects and post
production company. They are utilizing
Signiant’s Media Shuttle to move
large media files among over 1,000
customer, partner and internal users.
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Madawaska Highlands Observatory
A Unique World-Class Destination

Investment Opportunity
T

his unique investment opportunity is to be located only an hour and fifteen minutes west of Kanata, in the Madawaska
Highlands of Ontario, and situated on a ridge 200 meters above the Madawaska River Valley with a spectacular
panoramic view. The year-round destination will be available for special events such as business meetings, conferences
and weddings, with a well appointed restaurant, boutique, board rooms with display and exhibit halls.

Investment Highlights:

Unique in North America
Year-round National Destination
State-of-the-art Visitors Centre
Largest off-grid commercial building in North America
Most advanced planetarium in Canada
Largest and most powerful public telescopes in the world
Most powerful telescope in Canada
200,000 annual visitors
Projecting a 400% ROI over 7 years
Break even at 40,000 visitors

Investor Presentation

Wednesday, October 29, 2014
Doors open at 6:30, 7 - 8 PM.
Jim-Robillard Centre
1505 Carling Ave
Ottawa, ON K1Z 5P8
RSVP ONLY

Madawaska Highlands Observatory Corp. | www.madawaskahighlandsobservatory.com
613-518-6853 | mho@madawaskahighlandsobservatory.com

Q/A CORNER

SEAN MACDONALD, DEMO
PROGRAM MANAGER AT MITEL
needs. We will often suggest other
ways our products can help optimize
their business communications.
Q: WHAT DOES YOUR CLIENTBASE LOOK LIKE?
You name it; Mitel has a solution
– from small-medium businesses
to large enterprise organizations,
across all major verticals globally. For
example, local customers include the
Ottawa Senators and the Department
of Foreign Affairs.
Q: HOW DOES THE SOLUTION
CENTRE WORK?

Q: DESCRIBE YOUR ROLE AS
DEMO PROGRAM MANAGER
AT MITEL.
My team is responsible for managing
the Mitel Demo systems, which
showcase Mitel Solutions and are
used by our sales team and Channel
Partners. Our solution centres across
the Americas are the focus of my
team’s responsibility.
Q: WHAT IS THE MITEL SOLUTION
CENTRE RESPONSIBLE FOR?
Mitel has 2500 channel partners. The
solution centres provide a meeting
space where their customers can
experience Mitel’s latest business
communications solutions firsthand.
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Q: WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE
ASPECT OF YOUR ROLE?
Business communications is a
great industry and Mitel is a leading
innovator within that industry. Keeping
up with the latest technology is
exciting. Seeing firsthand how Mitel
solves customer challenges and
enhances their existing business
communications is very rewarding.
Q: HOW DO CUSTOMERS AND
PROSPECTS TYPICALLY USE
THE SOLUTION CENTRES?
A customer can come into a solution
centre to discuss a communication
requirement their business has. Mitel
will demonstrate our solutions and
help explore options to meet their

The solution centres are all about
providing today’s solutions and helping
customers explore their options. One
of the first things you will notice when
you walk into our solution centres
is the utilization of the same tablets
and smartphones you recognize and
use every day. You won’t see big
servers or clunky PCs. Mitel has the
fastest growing cloud business in our
sector. Our solution centres benefit
from Mitel’s cloud communications
technology and are hosted from a
single location. We offer the best path
to cloud communications, and we use
it ourselves.
Q: WHEN SHOULD A
COMPANY CONSIDER TAKING
ADVANTAGE OF THE SOLUTION
CENTRE SERVICE?
It’s always a great time to consider
enhancements to your business
communications. The right
communications solution can give
your company a competitive edge
while reducing costs.

Q: WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON
CUSTOMER CHALLENGES
THE SOLUTION CENTRE WILL
ASSIST WITH?
Increasing productivity, lowering travel
costs, and managing social media
activity are three common challenges
for customers. Companies that are
expanding and growing often also
need to revisit their communications
systems to ensure they can support
business needs.
We can also answer questions about
moving your communications to the
cloud. Employees expect to be able
to work on their device of choice from
anywhere. Mitel provides solutions that
meet those needs.

Q: WHAT MAKES THE MITEL
SOLUTION CENTRE A GREAT
ASSET FOR BUSINESSES?
Mitel has world-class solution
centres showcasing some of the
industry’s most innovative technology
where customers can immerse
themselves in our products during the
buying process. Being able to see a
solution and how it can benefit your
employees is essential.
Q: WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE THE
KANATA NORTH COMMUNITY
TO KNOW ABOUT MITEL?
Mitel is a company on the move.
Mitel has 16 solution centres in the
Americas – and that number
is steadily growing – and over
80 offices globally. In the last 18
months we have doubled in size,

You are invited to an EXCLUSIVE event
Wednesday, October 22nd 2014.

COME DISCOVER ‘THE PATH’
The Investors Group AdvantageTM

If you are considering a new career
path working with a
growing company, then we have
much to talk about.

Reserve Your Place: bit.ly/THEPATH
BusinessDeveloper.Kanata@investorsgroup.com
call Lyle Clancy (613) 591-7639 Ext. 267

taken the #1 market share position
in Europe, and have been identified
by Gartner as a leader in Unified
Communications. We have the
broadest portfolio in the industry
that can address the needs of any
business – large or small. We are
very proud to be based in Kanata,
and to be developing world-leading
technology solutions in Canada for our
customers globally. It’s a great time to
be at Mitel.
If you’d like to come in and talk to our
sales team just ask one of our channel
partners. We look forward to powering
your connections.

Location: Kanata Golf & Country Club
7000 Campeau Dr. K2T 0A3
Time:

AFTERNOON OR EVENING SESSION

(please select time when reserving your place)
OR
OR

Wine, hors d’oeuvres to follow!

...Is #THEPATH right for you?
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LIVE CLOSE BY AND CARE FREE
... in Lepine luxury where every detail of your new home and every aspect of your daily
experience has been designed to put your mind at ease. From keeping you connected to
helping you unwind, Lepine’s tradition of excellence will exceed your expectations. Why
settle for less when you can rely on Lepine to let you live the lifestyle you love? Enjoy the
freedom to reserve now and move in later. Call and book your exclusive tour today!

CONNECT WITH US

LEASING CENTRE Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat-Sun 10am-5pm | After hours by appointment
1145 Maritime Way, Kanata | 613.913.9555 | www.KanataLakesApartments.ca
16 THE KANATA NETWORKER
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YOUR CANDIDATES:
KANATA NORTH, WARD 4
The Ottawa Business Journal put out a general call at the end of this summer, giving a chance
for all candidates in the upcoming municipal election to answer one question: “Why should
the business community vote for you?” We decided to issue a similar question to our Kanata
North candidates.

to Kanata until past the year 2048 something I find unacceptable.
Light Rail to Kanata would be a key
driver of economic prosperity in the
west end for generations to come.
Ensuring fairness and inclusion of
the economic development and
growth opportunities:
A Councillor’s role is to push for
fair processes for entrepreneurs
and investors.

MATT MUIRHEAD
As City Councillor, I’ll fight for LRT
to Kanata while ensuring fairness in
economic growth and development
opportunities cross the City.
Light Rail:
Kanata’s exclusion from the City’s
current LRT plan is short-sighted
and must be corrected at the earliest
opportunity. Should we continue to
be excluded from the plan, we will not
have the opportunity to extend the line
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For example, on the issue of OLG
expansion in Ottawa, I didn’t
appreciate the way Eugene Melnyk
and his colleagues were treated by
members of Council. This should
have been a fair & equitable process
that looked at the opportunities for
economic development, new facilities
and other potential benefits to areas
across the city.
Businesses can’t plan effectively if the
odds are stacked against them from
the start or if backroom deals take the
place of due and
fair process.
Please visit www.MattMuirhead.ca
for more on this candidate.

JEFF SEETON
I am a business owner; I am
the President and Owner of
JobMatcher.ca, a nationally
incorporated firm that provides
IT and Professional services to the
Government of Canada.
I spend my days overseeing the
operations of my company and
negotiating contracts. I am a
hardworking, dollars and cents
kind of person.

Question: Why should the Kanata Business
and Tech Community vote for you?

•

Member of the committee that
recommended the present
business development policy
for the City of Ottawa, including
establishing Invest Ottawa;

•

Working with business leaders
to establish the Kanata North
BIA which supports tech
companies as well as retail and
support businesses, as well as
actively serving on KNBIA’s
Board of Directors;

Some of my priorities are:
1. Taxes:
I will not vote for tax increases.
What’s more, I will work to bring
down our tax rate; we currently
pay approximately 30% more
than the average Canadian city.
2. Employment:
I will also work to attract more
large-scale employers to Kanata
North. This will include more
technology companies; the
Government of Canada; Crown
Corporations; and the spin-off
agencies that will follow.
3. Transportation:
I support the current
Transportation Master plan
that will see light rail come
to Bayshore.
I also believe that we need to update
the portion of the Plan that deals with
light rails, so that there is a plan in
place that will address the needs of
Kanata. In the immediate future we
need more space at our current
park-and-rides and we need to
develop new park-and-ride locations
in our community.
Please visit www.JeffSeeton.ca for
more on this candidate.

MARIANNE WILKINSON
Working with the business community
has been a priority for me throughout
my time on municipal councils. My
accomplishments include:
•

Establishing the first municipal
business park that was the
start of the Kanata North
Business Park;

•

Chair of the Ottawa Talent
Initiative formed in 2003 to assist
Tech Workers laid off during the
Tech Downturn;

Moving forward there is still much
work to be done to ensure our
business community continues to
flourish. In the last year we have seen
some exciting announcements and
growth in our Business community.
With these announcements come
challenges that I am committed
to working through. Whether it’s
working with Cisco to ensure new
jobs come to Kanata, or working with
Sanmina to ensure their new building
gets built on time so those 450 jobs
stay in Kanata, or supporting Nordion
by finding a location for a new public
school some distance from their
operations, and supporting the move
of Ciena from the Nortel Campus.
There is no shortage of work to
be done, and I am committed to
supporting our business community.
Please visit www.Marianne4Kanata.ca
for more on this candidate.
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The Kanata North BIA
Networking Series

Wednesday, October 29th 5 -7:30pm
The Marshes Golf Course, 320 Terry Fox Drive

5- 6pm Casual Networking - 6 – 7:30pm Growing Smart
Presentation by Deloitte, Allan Snelling, RBC and
Entrepreneur Jean-Luc Boissonneault. Come hear
firsthand advice on growing your business from the experts,
and firsthand advice from a successful entrepreneur.

RSVP www.growingsmartkanata.eventbrite.ca
Or email info@kanatanorthbia.ca

COME JOIN US AT OUR

V
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RS

November 6th, 4 - 8 pm
2500 Solandt Road

P

OPEN HOUSE

